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Knowledge of the hearing abilities of a speeies will aid

in estimating the importanee of sound in its daily life. The basic

attribute of an auditory system is its sensitivity. Sensitivity im

poses the main limit on the intensity and frequeney of deteetable

sounds. Two other major abilities are theloealization of

sound and the filtering out of unwanted sounds. This allows deteetion

of specifie signals in the presence of background noise. Recent stud

ies indieate that the underwater hearing sensivities of Phoea vitulina,

the harbour seal (M~hl 1968a), Pagophilus groenlandieus, the harp seal

(Terhune and Ronald 1972) and Haliehoerus gryPUS, the grey seal (Ridg

way and Joyee 1974) are similar. These studies are somewhat limited

in that only 4 individual seals have been examined. We believe that

by determining the underwater sensitivity of 2 individuals of another

speeies, we would better be able to estimate whether or not all phoeids

have a similar underwater hearing sensitivity. It seems likely that a

elosely related group, having basically the same anatomieal struetures

and a similar sensitivity would also have similar hearing abi1ities.

If this was the ease, then within Phoeidea, information determined on

one speeies should generally be app1ieable to the others.

A minimum audible field, underwater audiogram was determined

for eaeh of 2 ringed seals. The method used.was yes-no response to var

iable stimuli (Terhune and Ronald 1972). Each seal was trained to re

spond to sound by pushing aseries of switches. Through its responses,

the seal could indicate whether or not it detected asound that may or
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may not have been produced when it pushed a "stimulus" switch. The

seal was presented with an equa1 chance of being exposed to asound

or to a catch trial (no sound). As long as the seal correct1y de

teeted asound, the loudness of the next sound to be presented was de

ereased by a set amount. This eontinueduntil the seal made a signal

error. As l~ng as the seal continued to make signal errors, the loud

ness of the next sound to be presented was inereased. Thus, the sound

levels deereased unti1 they were be10w the seal's thresho1d and then

inereased unti1 they were above thresho1d. The va1ue of the thresho1d

was estimated by averaging 10 turning points (i.e. the sound level of

the first correct signal detection fo11owing an error or the sound

level of the first signal error fo11owing a correct signal response).

above and be10w the thresho1d. The signals presented were all sine

waves between 1 and 90 kHz. The frequeneies tested, and the resu1ting

estimations, are shown in Fig. 1. A more detai1ed description of this

work is eurrent1y being prepared for pub1ieation~

Thresho1d estimates obtained in the above manner are in

f1uenced by response biases (guessing) on the .part of the seal, the

size of the loudness inerements and the presence of intensity f1uetu

ations eaused by echoes and standing waves. The e10se agreement be

twecn the audiograms of the 2 ringed seals indicates that the variabi

1ity present in thc thresho1d estimates i8 probab1y in the order of +

10 dB or 1ess.

Despitc methodo1ogiea1 differences, the 4 phocid speeies
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do not exhibit differences in sensitivity (at any partieular frequency)

of greater than 20 dB (from 1 to 90 kHz; teehnical diffieulties above

and below this range were present in this and some of the other stud

ies). Fletcher (1940) reports that 50% of a group of humans have an

in-air sensitivity that is within + 10 dB of the average (for any given

frequency). Assuming that seals exhibit a similar range, the variabil

ity among the 4 phocid species can be attributed to individual and ex

perimental differences. It appears to be reasonable to talk in terms

of "phocid underwater hearing sensitiv.ity" at the sub-family level at

least.

With a few exceptions (such as theouter ear) the anatomy

of a phocid ear is similar to that of a typical mammal (M~hl 1968b;

Ramprashad ~ al. 1972). Pitch diserimination abilities (M~hl 1967),

the critical ratios, (the influenee of baCkground noise), (Terhune and

Ronald 1971) and the ability to localize sounds (M~hl 1964; Terhune

1973) are generally of the same magnitude for seals as humans. A slight

ly reduced loeational acuity in seals is attributed to the physieal dif

ferenees between the air and water media and not to significant neuro

logical differenees between phocids and humans. These "finer points"

of hearing are determined by the inner ear and as such, are somewhat

independent of the anatomieal influences of the outer and middle ears.

Although differences between various mammals do exist (such as the upper

frequency limit), in the main, sounds reaching the inner ears are .trans

formed into neural impulses in a similar manner in all mammals. Thus,
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the sea1's sensitivity underwater i8 the same as a man in air (M~hl

1968a)~ exeept in the frequeney range between 20 and 100 kHz where the

seal is more sensitive. To put it another way, asea1 underwater hears

as we1l in the frequeneyrange of 1 (at least) to 90 kHz as a human in

air hears in the frequeney range of 0.5 to 15 kHz. Within these limits,

other hearing attributes are probably the same.

It is probable that hearing plays as important a ro1e in the

1ife of a seal as it does in other mamma1ian predators (ineluding man

but exe1uding known eeholoeators). A1tho~gh it is probab1y possib1e,

as it is for humans, for a seal to 1earn to eeho1oeate, sueh.abilities

have not been demonstrated in the wild. Hearing is probably useful in

prey loeation, predator avoidanee, navigation (iee and sha11ow-water

wave noises) and inter-anima1 commUnieation. The relationship between

the sea1's underwatersensitivity and its reaetion tobaekground noise

is sueh that a 0 sea state (Albers 1965) will not interfere but a num

ber 6 sea state will raise the thresho1ds of the lower frequeneies

(Fig. 2), (Terhune and Rona1d 1972). Noises introdueed into the sea

by man will, however, have a mueh greater effeet beeause they are many

times louder than natural ones. For example, a side ranging sonar

(model LSS-30(PT) Omnidireetiona1 Sona1, C-Teeh Ltd., Cornwa1l, Canada)

has an output pulse at 30 kHz that has an intensity of 116 dB re 1 ubar

at 1 m. The operating range of this unit is 4 km. The initial pulse

of this unit 1s about 140 dB above a sea1's thresho1d. At e10se range,

other things being equa1, sueh asound would be painful for a human.
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In a free field t the sound pressure level drops by 6 dB every. time the

distance from the source is doubled (l/R law). Thus t if the output of

a sonar system is 116 dB re 1 ~bar at 1 mt itwill be 110 dB at 2m t

104 dB at 4 metc' t to 44 dB at 4.096 km. At 4 km t the loss caused by

sound absorption by sea water (for a 30 kHz sound) would cause an ad

ditional 30 dB loss. Thus the sound level 4 km from the sonar set

would be at least 10 dB re 1 ~bar. Such a level would easily be de

tected by aseal. Other noises such as seismic explosions t motor and

propeller noises etc. will also be audible to phocids. The hearing of

cetaceans is more sensitivie and has a wider frequency range than seals

(Johnson 1967). As sucht sounds aud1ble to seals would certainly be

audible to cetaceans.

In a short field studYtwe found that 4 of 7 free-swimming t

feral harp seals altered their swimming patterns when they encountered

the beam of a Heath ML-llA depth sounder. The exposure time was less

than 10 sec in all cases. This indicates that t to some degree t the be

haviour of seals can be altered by noises.

It is possible that "noise pollution" will adversely affect

the acoustic regime of the seal. Although they may learn to live with

in t and cope with t a noisy environment t it is possible that they may

try to seek out quieter areas. In any event t when planning refuge areas

or considering the effects of human disturbance on phocid populations

and distributions t the acoustic environment must receive some consid

eration.
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Sununary .

Audiogram determinations and other psychophysical and ana

tomical studies indicate that all phocids will have similar underwater

hearing abilities. With the additional ability to detect higher fre

quency sounds, the underwater hearing abilities of seals are similar

to those of humans in air. Many man-made noises, such as sonar sys

tems, produce. loud, underwater sounds and these may influfmce the be

haviour of seals •
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FIG. 1. UNDERWATER HEARING THRESHOLDS OF PHOCID SEALS.
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FIG. 2. EFFECTS OF AMBIENT NOISE ON THE UNDERWATER HEARING THRESHOLDS OF A HARP SEAL.


